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    		X-PRO Rover 125cc Go Kart with 3-Speed Semi-Automatic Transmission w/Reverse, LED Headlights, Big 19"/18" Wheels!
[GK-U02]	$1,499.95 $1,199.95
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		Reviewer	Product Review
	chris T

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/19/2024
	Sturdy and very reliable.

I bought the rover 125 go kart and we love it. It handles the bumps and small ruts just fine. It even pulls around my wife and I. I recommend getting this kart if you are looking for a fun ride. Assembly was simple and basic. Costumer service is responsive and super kind. 10 out of 10.                                        
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	alan L

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/06/2024
	Love it good quality                                        


                     1 people found this helpful
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	Donte L

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	02/28/2024
	Surprisingly good

Last November I bought an XPRO Rover 125.

I waited about 3 months, and extensively run the Rover, before sending my review.

I sincerely feel that your machine is excellent.

Easy to assembly, good quality and well-built frame, smooth and responsive engine. The shift is a little jumpy but does its job quite well.

I asked your service department for a couple of minor parts, and the response was prompt and very supportive.

In short, I express my appreciation for everything they have provided. It surely went beyond my expectations.                                        


                     1 people found this helpful
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	lory A

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	02/10/2024
	This is so great I love it

My child loves it. He was a little nervous to get on but then he got on and he tried it and he thought it was awesome.                                        


                     1 people found this helpful
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	Cynthia A H

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	01/31/2024
	We got this for our 9yr old daughter and it is so awesome. She was nervous about the slapshift but she is getting the hang of it and only took maybe an hour. We like it too!!! Ha great but would highly recommend it to anyone at any age!!!!                                        


                     1 people found this helpful
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	corinne P

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	12/31/2023
	It's a great go kart with good value for the money. The assembly could be a little daunting for someone without mechanical experience, but doable for anyone if you follow the video (your model may have minor differences than the video). Take your time and complete one step at a time before moving on to the next. Don't try doing multiple things at once and scatter the parts and fasters around where they end up mismatched. We did that and ended up wasting time sorting wrongly matched parts. You definitely need a helper, and use the help working on the same task together.



After fours hours of assembly, we got gas and prepared for its maiden voyage. It wouldn't start. Turns out the plug wire inside the plug boot was loose but easily fixed. The kill switch is odd: off is on and on is off. Same with the parking brake: on is off and off is on. It may be some international labeling convention we Americans are not used to, I don't know. The nonintuitive kill switch may have lead to us loosening the plug wire accidentally while trying to troubleshoot.



Once running, it ran great. The motor and transmission are great. I adjusted the throttle to half during break-in so we didn't have to wonder if we're goosing it too hard. It will definitely scoot along fast in 2nd gear, probably too fast while maneuvering around obstacles on the property.



The kart itself is robust with strong shocks, firm brakes, and good adjustable steering linkage. The unit may seem a little rattly over humps and bumps but definitely functional. I've seen much more flimsy and cheaply made "toys", and this unit is a good reliable mid-level kart. If there is one thing that is unsafe for the unit is that it's more powerful and faster than needed for off-road use, which is not a bad thing if that's what you want and have the skills to control it. If you want one that drives like a car or truck you can get one.



Overall a good value for the money. We'll have fun with it for years to come!                                        


                     4 people found this helpful
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	Elias C

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/28/2023
	My family and I are extremely happy about our purchase of the Rover 125. We have mad multiple purchases from Powersports Max, and have been completely satisfied.                                        


                     7 people found this helpful
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	Lora G

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/11/2023
	We bought it 3 weeks ago for my son. He loves it and it runs well and was easy to assemble.                                        


                     6 people found this helpful
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	Ramona D

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/11/2023
	Love the go cart. Itâ€™s unique and well built.                                        


                     6 people found this helpful
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	Angela K

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/07/2023
	Awesome go kart and awesome company to purchase I highly recommend them Ms I want to thank them for their service of my purchase very professionals                                        


                     4 people found this helpful
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	GK-U02
 Average Rating:
[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]

What customer said:
Sturdy and very reliable.
I bought the rover 125 go kart and we love it. It handles the bumps and small ruts just fine. It even pulls around my wife  ..
Read all Reviews
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	[image: Free Shipping! GK-M01 200cc Middle Size Go Kart with Automatic Transmission, 6.5HP General Purpose Engine, High Quality!]
Free Shipping! GK-M01 200cc Middle Size Go Kart with Automatic Transmission, 6.5HP General Purpose Engine, High Quality!
$1,699.95 $1,999.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Youth Motocross Off-Road Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Youth Motocross Off-Road Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$49.95 $59.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Motorcycle Full Face Helmet, DOT Approved Adult Helmet - Blue Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Motorcycle Full Face Helmet, DOT Approved Adult Helmet - Blue Free Shipping!
$49.95 $69.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$39.95 $55.95
[image: Buy Now]
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